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Abstract Our daily life increasingly relies on automated applications. These applications provide us with rich services to

support our everyday activities. For this reasons, applications are becoming important and has gained much attraction in
engineering commun ity. In recent years, in order to produce high quality software’s, many software develop ment models
have been constructed to predict which software model is likely to be most successful. Old methods of software development
are used in developing countries especially in Pakistan. The usage of these obsolete methods results in low ROI and lo w
investment fro m developed countries. These methods also lead to failure in the delivery o f p roducts in t ime. Th is research has
exploded the Software Develop ment methods follo wed in developing countries focusing Pakistan and causes of failure in
Develop ment. We have also exploded the reasons for Software Products failu re in delivery due to non-development and
suggested remedial measures for the possible imp rovements.
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1. Introduction
In the past few decades, IT has been exp losive growth.
However, the field o f IT itself is not mature as co mpared to
other fields and disciplines. Software Development has
become a standard and common practice of the industry.
Many researchers have highlighted the latent benefits from
reducing cost to improving quality. They have also
highlighted the challenges faced in Soft ware Develop ment.
This trend is more pronounced in developing countries
where the IT industry is still in the stage of infancy and
sufficient maturity level has not been achieved by most of the
companies.
The IT co mpanies in the developing countries especially
in Pakistan are facing the challenges of extreme shortage of
skilled and experienced Hu man Resources, Higher emp loyer
turnover and obsolete Developing Technologies. As a result
IT industry is not capable of provid ing appropriate support to
private and public sector organization. In Pakistan IT
industry, Software Develop ment Methodologies used are not
up to dated with the modern world. This causes the delay in
project development and delivery. There are many Software
Develop ment Models but with passage of time and customer
requirements these models are changed and are still under
this process.
The IT industry in developing countries uses different
d evelo p ment met h od o log ies an d framewo rks . Th ese
frameworks and methodologies lead them to successful and
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efficient and fast comp letion of softwares. The development
models include Waterfall, Spiral, Iterative and Agile. The IT
companies in developing countries especially in Pakistan
also follo w these models.
Now recently Agile / Scru m Model[1] are used in the
Developing countries. However, in developing countries
especially in Pakistan, this model is not comp letely
implemented yet. As a result, the lack of investment from
developed countries is observed in Pakistan. The focus of the
research will on Scru m in developing countries especially in
Pakistan. The purpose of this research is to imp lement the
Scru m in Pakistan successfully and imp lementing the
changes required by the Scrum[2] with respect to Pakistani
culture and environment in IT industry.

2. Literature Review
In this paper, many issues relating to software
development models[1] used for development are identified.
These models guide about the smooth and successful
complet ion of projects. So it’s the development team
responsibility to follow the appropriate model to meet with
the customer’s requirements[2]. The team managers are
responsible for selecting the skilled team. The skilled team
has the knowledge about the development framework to be
followed and its complete imp lementation. The team
manager should deploy full professional and skilled team. In
developing countries especially in Pakistan most projects are
developed and managed by the developer. So developer has
to work as a project manager, developer and tester[4]. This
makes the project tasks hectic for the developer[3]. The
development models used in Pakistan are;
● Waterfall[1],[3]
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● Spiral Model[4]
● Iterative Model[1],[2],[5]
● Agile[4],[5]
In Pakistan IT industry, failu re in the Software
Develop ment Pro jects[1] is due to no imp lementation of
proper development methodology. One of the reasons for the
failure is that in IT industry obsolete development methods
are used. In Pakistan IT industry no proper model is
followed.

The problems faced due to improper and obsolete models
are;
● Late Software Deploy ment.
● Over Budget.
● Lack of Standard.
Due to these problems Software Industry is struggling in
developing countries especially in Pakistan. The effected
percentage of IT industry is shown in Figure 3.

3. Critical Issues
A large number of So ftware Development models are used
in the world[6]. So me of them are now obsolete and not used
in the IT industry. Software development process consists of
different logical phases. These phases have main focus to
organize software develop ment work. These processes result
in the successful and efficient software product development
with the required functionality within specific t ime span and
budget. Only professionally skilled team can lead to this
process through proper planning and management removing
risks or reducing them to minimu m. They have variety of
options to deploy Software Develop ment Model. For
facilitating the software development process and increase
the software productivity. Our research spans to 10 IT
organizations. These organizations are categorized as Govt.
IT Organizations, Teleco m Co mpanies, Software Consultant
Organizations and Software Develop ment Firms as shown in
Figure 1. One out of Ten Organisations Ministry of
IT(In formation and Technology). Rest of nine were equally
distributed 3 each of Category i-e 3 Software Houses, 3
Software Solution providers and 3 Teleco m Firms.

Figure 2. Graph of Interviewers

Figure 3. Software Industry effected ratio due to development improper
development models usage

Govern ment IT relat ing departments while developing
software's also doesn’t follow the proper development model.
Due to this reason mostly they have to purchase software
fro m third party co mpanies.
3.1. Waterfall Method

Figure 1. Ratio of Information T echnology Usage in the Industry

The interviews were taken by the specialist and
professionals. Those who were interviewed were Software
Project Managers, Software Developers and Testers. 25% of
interviews have been Software Managers, 35% included
Software testing team and rest of them 40% were Software
Developers as illustrated in Figure 2. Twelve people have
been interviewed. Four were Software Project Managers, 3
of them were fro m Software Testing team and 5 fro m
Software develop ment team.

Waterfall is the most widely used software development
model[1]. The project develop ment is divided into different
phases. It doesn’t proceed unless all previous phases are
completed. One of the advantages of Waterfall model is that
no pending works lefts behind as new phase is started after
complet ion of all previous phases. One of the flaws of
waterfall method is that it only supports forward engineering.
No reverse engineering can take place. There are lots of
problem occurring while using the waterfall method. Most of
them are high cost and huge effort. Changes highlighted by
the observed and detected too much late. Waterfall model[3]
is suitable and best for large projects where requirements are
predefined and not changed. In Pakistan IT industry, teams
mostly use waterfall method because they get complete
requirements and avoid changing requirements during any
phase of SDLC[4]. This is main reason they have less
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investment fro m foreign. If client changes requirement in
any stage of develop ment, the team has to rebuild whole
project. Develop ment team has to wait till p revious phase’s
complet ion, so there is also wastage of time in th is model.
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especially in Pakistan.
4.1. Scrum

Scru m is a framework as instead of proving complete
detail of project development, most is left up to development
3.2. Spiral Model
team[9]. Th is is because; developers know how to cope with
The failing of waterfall method for some project due to the problem. Methodologies are purely dependent on team
limitat ions and restrictions insisted IT specialist to develop because they know which approach is better for particular
another model. Sp iral model was introduced in SDLC[7]. project. Scru m team is a self organizing. That is why; there is
Spiral model goes to software development process after no overall team leader who decides which person will do
getting minimu m requirements. It has also different phases specific task or how a problem will be solved. Issues are
like waterfall model. In Pakistan it is used in some of IT solved by team as whole. Rap idly changing requirements of
organizations which are switching to adopt new technologies. client enforce the software industry to use some agile
They have proper software development and testing team. techniques to decide on run time wh ich methodology they
Using spiral model, they are able to add new functionality in should adopt. In previous model team lead decides the roles
any phase of SDLC according to client’s requirements. Just and task which sometimes mismatches with the capabilities
like waterfall model, Spiral model is also applicable to larges of member and lead to low level productivity.
systems. This model is suitable for low risk projects. The risk
Three projects have been developed by five different
assessment is costly in spiral model and requires expert ise in teams. Each team used different software development
risk evaluation. Risk management doesn’t meet budget model. Pro ject estimated complet ion time was of 5 days for
allocated. It is complicated for projects with clear SRS. It has each of the project. Each working day was of 8 working
limited use.
hours. Team using Scrum co mp leted project in 4 days. Table
1 shows the description of t ime consumption with respect to
3.3. Iterati ve Model
development models.
In developing countries changing requirements can be
Table 1. T ime Consumption Comparison
handled easily by the development teams. Iterative is also a
De velopment
Proje ct 1 Time Proje ct 2 Time Proje ct 3 Time
development model. It is just like Spiral model. Project is
Model
Consumption
Consumption
Consumption
divided into small modules and phases. Even this approach
Waterfall
5 days
5 days
5 days
adoption allows the development team to get feedback
Spiral
4 days & 5 hrs
4 days & 7 hrs
4 days & 5 hrs
during any phase of SDLC fro m clients, but Pakistani IT
Iterative
4 days & 4 hrs
4 days & 3 hrs
4 days & 4 hrs
experts don’t use this approach. The reason is that project
Agile
4 days & 2 hrs
4 days & 1 hr
4 days & 3 hrs
delay as each iteration proceeds likes a mini waterfall
Scrum
4 Days
3 days & 4 hrs
3 days & 7 hrs
model[5].
The Scru m is not used in Pakistan Industry[1]. If it should
3.4. Agile
be implemented in Pakistan IT Organizat ions, there is large
Agile is latest software develop ment methodology with amount of time saving as shown in Figure 4.
respect to Pakistan Software industry[8]. But this
methodology is becoming in obsolete in developed countries.
Developed countries are moving to new develop ment models.
It is fast for software product development as well as
deployment. The light and efficient model has also different
phases. It also provides the feedback facility fro m client to
development team[5].

4. Our Proposed Method
Scru m is a lightweight software develop ment
methodology. It is subsidiary of agile and used first time in
1993. Scru m is not only the development process but a
framework and not treated as linear processes. In linear
processes, the sequence of the development phase is must
followed, but Scru m does not retain the sequence. The
project can start with any activity and can undergo change in
sequence. The proposed method is scrum with changes that
were required by the IT industry in developing countries

Figure 4. Comparison of Software Development model with Development
time completion

This comparison is extracted fro m project develop ment
ratios observing these models. The projects are comp leted in
80% of total time allocated for p roject saving 20% of time
and increasing cost without compro mising with the quality
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of the product.
Early project co mplet ion leads to early product
delivery[12]. This increases the ROI (Return on Investment)
and Organization value in the IT Global market. The
developed countries are using this model and making
changes as per requirement with the passage of time. Other
models depend on the project size. So me models are
applicable to large project and have limitation on small
projects and vice versa. The Scrum is best for both small and
large projects. The implementation of Scrum in Pakistan IT
industry encourages the foreign investment due to time
effective co mplet ion and quality development.
When Scrum team co mp leted projects, it has been
observed that waterfall team developed 80% pro ject, Spiral
team 84% whereas Agile team 95%.
The Scru m adoption helps in early successful project
complet ion. The success rate is high in Scru m as co mpare to
other models as shown in Figure 5.
The graph indicates that Scrum usage lead to 99% of
ahead of all other models. The early development in Scru m
doesn’t affect the quality of product because in time
developments give proper time to testing team for removing
bugs and errors[10]. The Biggest advantage of Scrum is
frequently deploying requirements with time saving[11].
There should be mult iple Scru m Master so that more and
more efficient requirements development could be made.

Figure 5. Software development Completion ration with respect to
Software development model

5. Conclusions
In this research Different Soft ware Develop ment Models
are discussed along with the problems faced by the IT expert
team relat ing to these models. A Scru m Model is proposed
for early adoption in Pakistan IT industry for success in IT
Global Market. Software organizations can only get a
respectable position in Global Market if they concentrate on
quality and timely production. Software Develop ment
Models plays a very important role in business of Software
Co mpany because the only factor which results in getting
consistent projects from permanent customers is customer
satisfaction. Big and reputed Organizations can hire you
permanent vendor for their Soft ware / IT So lutions while

getting good and quality products and delivered in time.
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